PFL

PARTNERSHIP
PROPOSAL

Dear partners!

Football has always been the most popular sport in the world, and Ukraine
is no exception. Thousands of fans passionately follow the game experiencing
vivid emotions.
Professional Football League has a bountiful experience of 20 years, but we
are a young team, tied up by corporate goals, ideas and striving for the best
results. Football is our life, the greatest passion and pleasure. Ukrainian football

has done a lot for strengthening Ukraine's geopolitical position in the world. Our
football players are the pride for millions of children who want to be like talented
football players. The career of all the prominent players started in the PFL
championship.
We want to unite all stakeholders in its development, so the PFL team is
developing programs and projects available to everyone who loves football.
We are proud to make the partnership proposal and we are proud to be
part of these efforts to implement the steps into life.
Sincerely,
Serhii Makarov,
Professional Football League President
Svitlana Rybakova,
PFL Marketing Director
Anna Rad`ko,
PFL Marketing Partner

About PFL
Professional Football League (PFL) organizes the Championship for football clubs
of the second and third level of the Ukrainian league system, enforces the laws and
regulations and ensures that the competitions are organized under the concept of
"Fair play".
The Professional Football League is a non-profit union of professional football
clubs, the organizer of the nationwide competition among the football teams of

League 1 and League 2. Last season 2015/16 PFL united 30 football clubs in 26 cities
of Ukraine. The season 2016/17 PFL unites 33 clubs from 30 cities.
PFL is the guarantor of observance of ethical standards and contractual obligations.

The strategy process planning within PFL started in the most difficult time of the

organization. We regarded this crisis time as the most suitable for strategic
planning.
The world is changing all around us. We perceive that we must look ahead,
understand the trends and forces that will shape the environment in the future. We
created a long-term destination for PFL - a roadmap for winning together with our
partners.

PFL

The purpose of the strategy is to determine the main
priorities of the PFL development in the upcoming years and
to develop a clear and systematic way out of the crisis
situation in the field of professional football.

STRATEGY
2020

The main objective of the Professional Football League is
development of the national football through development of
PFL

their clubs.
The PFL mission is providing each club with equal conditions

ACTION PLAN

and every spectator with a comfortable opportunity to enjoy
the success of his native team.

To implement the mission of the PFL the following priorities of strategic
development are selected :
1. Implementation of commercially successful club management techniques.
2. Audience engagement strengthening.
3. Elimination of match-fixing.
4. Encouragement of grassroots football promotion as the basis of the football
pyramid.
5. Educational Management: training football specialists.

Our core values serve as a compass for our actions and describe how we behave in
the world:
• Innovation as a source of progress and quality achievements.
• A strong and dedicated team; united family of clubs.
• Development through education and the use of new technologies.
• Fair play on the football field and beyond it.

• Devotion to the game - fidelity to our traditions and history.

The strengths of the PFL Championships are the following:
1.

National coverage.

The PFL Championships cover nearly the whole territory of Ukraine uniting North,
South, East and West
2. The number of teams.
35 teams in the PFL family: 18 – League 1,
17 – League 2.
3. Huge army of fans and supporters.
30 000 persons every weekend are supporting their teams at the stadiums. A bigger
number of supporters are online watching the matches through PFL online
platforms.
4. Unpredictability.

The unpredictability of a league is linked to its popularity. Unpredictability is one way
of measuring competitive balance which can roughly be defined as the extent to
which any team can beat any other team. The unexpectedness of results
5. Advertising and sponsor opportunities and attractiveness.

6. No oligarchic football management system

PFL
Sponsor opportunities and attractiveness
We are honoured to make a partnership proposal and all our possibilities for
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effective promotion of the New Balance football line through Ukraine.

Naming rights

League 1 New Balance

+

-

-

Logo

on the shirt

+

-

-

Official Ball
/Technical
Partnership/

Special partnership conditions are required
25 FIFA Quality balls for every team as a minimum offer

PressConference

PFL pressconferences
held annually

Central media are
invited

+

+

+

Press-wall

Logo on the
press-wall

For every PFL official
event

+

+

+

35 teams

Visual coverage
Stadium
banners

1m (height)*
6m(width)

35 pitches
(depend on the PFL
participants)

35

35

35

Tickets

logo

34 tours*17
games=578 matches
per year

+

+

+

Billboard
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by agreement

+

+

+
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Announcement

Gratitude
for the
partner

+

+
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BTL

Fan contests

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Promozones
Souvenirs

Pens,
calendars,
blocknotes

Team zone

Logo

35 stadiums
PR events

License

Football players involvement, promoprojects

+

+

Social activity

Projects of
allUkrainian
coverage

+

+

+

+

+

+

Additional

Інтернет - ресурси
PFL official
website

Banner,
news

Annual

PFL

Number

SMM

News, PR,
announcem
ents

PFL clubs` 35 webpages

Internet media

Ua-football.ua – 1780718 hosts /30 days
Footboom.com – 656 984 hosts /30 days
Sportarena.com
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375

375

375

+

+
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180000

110000

40000

Matchday
10 sec sponsor
video during
translations

video

Every central match

Partner logo
Announces
Partner logo
Video proructs
TV program

Xsport TV
channel

Football Ukraine

PACKAGE PRICE

ANNUAL

(USD)

Media
Professional Football League uses stakeholder analysis as a basis for planning
communication programs to improve their relationships and interaction.
We used to divide all the PFL stakeholders into 7 huge groups.
•

Football clubs.

•

Football fans.

•

Local authorities, government.

•

Media.

•

Business Community.

•

General Public.

•

Football Community.

Media capacities

PFL has the following media capacities :

1.

PFL Official website. The website was upgraded and modernized by February,
10, so the interface, navigation and customers conveniences were improved.
Active users: 300 000 /2016, annual/
Views: 4 500 000 /2016, annual/
Positive annual dynamics: +60% views (2016 vs. 2015, +20% views,)

2.

PFL social media platform / facebook, vk, youtube and twitter pages/.
Active SMM users: 5000 /profile created 2016/

3.

PFL program Football Ukraine launched on XSPORT channel.
Audience: 250 000/per 1 program

4.

Broadcasters capacities: every central match of the weekly tour is being
translated by XSPORT TV.
Audience: 100 000 /per 1 match

5. PFL media partners / sportarena.com, ua-football.com and etc./ that
distribute the news of our organization.
Indicator

Average daily Week

Month

Hosts

67 471

377 991

1 780 718

Cookies

79 124

438 718

2 069 839

Hits

380 154

2 146 486

9 875 980

Indicator

Average daily

Week

Month

Hosts

25 822

138 558

656 984

Cookies

25 426

134 327

643 100

Hits

72 316

401 590

1 838 500

Indicator

Month

Hosts

1 200 000

Cookies

650 000

Hits

2 500 000

We have a preliminary agreement of broadcasting the marches through the
national UA FIRST Channel that is the official broadcaster of the Biathlon
Federation of Ukraine and other sports federations.
The price is included (Title partner package).
Indicator (Audience Age 18+)
Rat

Rch

Coverage

2016

50 536

4 409 308

28 904 050

2017

56 427

4 901 609

25 412 008

Oct. 2016- March 2017

51 529

4 635 214

27 027 908

Jan-March 2017

57 963

4 974 386

25 333 122

Feb 2017

57 341

5 009 732

20 816 221

March 2017

43 519

4 300 874

19 850 464

Every tour highlights are on Football1\2 TV
channels,
the
most
popular
and
professional football channel.
Every club has his own information partners
and regional TV translations.
We are constantly searching for new
capacities and opportunities for us to be
open.

Visual capacities
1. TV
2. Football pitch

3. Presswall

4. Billboards

Partnership / festival on football pitch

PFL has experience in
providing special events
for fans. In cooperation
with our partners we

organize contests with
prizes.

We Develop Through Projects
Star Football Lessons
PFL has always been a socially responsible organization. Initiatives in the field of
youth sport involve children, rise an interest in football.
“Star football lessons " is the national project of the league and partners , which
aims to help children better understand football and its value , to make the
Championship more attractive, get the support and inspiration from youngest
football fans. During April and May 2016 "Star football lessons" united 10 clubs in
10 Ukrainian cities and more than 300 kids. But principally the lessons help the kids
make friends, learn to respect each other, to share a unique moment together and

pass on these values to their peers. Tradition, fair play, peace, friendship, health,
victory and commitment.
The information support for the partner is the
following:
•

Official partner status.

•

Banner on the PFL official website through several
month of the project running.

•

33 PFL clubs website platforms and social webpages .

•

Announcements and reports on every football lesson.

•

TV-reports.

•

Internet resources on schools and partners of the

project.
•

PFL information partners resources.

•

Federation of football of Ukraine resources /more
than 120 000 customers and followers/.

•

Ukrainian TV-channels.

•

Other resources.

#livefootbally
#livefootbally was the PFL and partners project performed above expectations.
The idea of the project is to be brave going beyond the borders. Working
hard, doing what someone can’t do, going across the limitations. Being
creative, having a positive attitude when you want to unite people around an
idea. Positive attitude and optimism demonstrate strength. Being a team
member but differentiate professionally and find unique elements as valuable
resources.

"Do not leave offside“
is a new mutual project of PFL and partners, which in cooperation with the clubs
help children who make the first steps in football, launched in May 2016.

Educational projects
The main objective is creating a common educational space for clubs
professionals

in

various

areas:

marketing,

fan

engagement,

stadium

management, media management, sponsor relationship. In March, 2016 we
have started holding regular educational seminars. The next step is preparing
guidelines based on the Ukrainian and European prominent experience.

There are a lot of challenges for PFL to overcome.
We think in multiple time frames, identifying what has to happen now, in six
months, in a year, in three years, to get there. Think systemically. That is,
identifying the impact of decisions on various segments of the organization—
including internal departments, personnel, suppliers and customers.
There are huge opportunities for PFL to excel in performance with the
well-crafted strategy and the support of glorious brands.
If there is a will, there is a way. The path will be overcome by the person
walking it.

After you have reviewed the enclosed proposal, please do contact us, so
we can answer any questions that you may have. We remain at your
disposal should you have any questions.

Best regards,

PFL TEAM
Serhii Makarov,
Professional Football League President
Svitlana Rybakova,
PFL Marketing Director
Anna Rad`ko,
PFL Marketing Partner

